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Atomic 4 manual

LINE: BOAT PRODUCTION » Boat Equip » Propulsion » Engine » Universal » CONTENTS PAGE: Universal Motor Company: Introduction, History, Contact Information Link, etc. Universal Atomic Four: Overview, History, Late Early Differences, Features, etc. Universal Atomic Four:
Specifications, Years Produced, and Duty Ranking. Documentation: Catalogs, Brochures, SpecSheets, Manuals, Parts List. Recalls, etc. Forum Posts, Technology Notes &amp;amp; Technical Tips. &amp;Publications; Media: Articles, Books, Magazines, Videos, Websites, Authors, etc.
related EAB Web Pages &amp;amp; Main Topics page with Links. Visit our FEATURED ARTICLES Home Page! Thanks to our amazing contributors. This Month the 20 Most Popular Articles on our EAB Website. Members must log in to gain access to the Members Only area of this
website. Become an Academy Member and get access to additional pages and programs! Comments for everyone to see: Send to Comments-EAB@AnchorsAweighAcademy.org. Comments for everyone to see: Send to Comments@EverythingAboutBoats.org. Check out our Universal
Motor Company webpage for overviews, history and company contact information, PLUS information about their other products. Atom 4 and Stevedore (The Stevedore is an 18.5 horsepower version lower than 30 HP Atomic 4) The Universal Atomic 4 is a four-cylinder gasoline engine,
64.46 cubic inches, 30 horsepower (22 kW) produced by Universal Motor Company between 1947 and 1984 for use as auxiliary power on sailboats. More than 40,000 machines were produced during that time, with an estimated 20,000 still in use today. These workhorse engines dominated
the growing sailboat market starting in the 1960s, and between 1965 and 1975 they were installed in up to 80% of new sailboats in the 25-40 foot (7.6-12 meter) range. Their longevity and reliability are evidenced by the fact that thousands of sailors still depend on the engine. The Stevedore
is a slower horsepower version of the Atom 4 engine. Universal Atomic 4 History and Lineage The Atomic 4 is descended from a previous Universal Motor Company design called utility four, which was widely used in World War II by the U.S. Navy and allies to power lifeboats for ships,
barges, and tankers of many navy and merchant naval fleets. The Utility Four model was replaced by the Atomic 4 in 1947. Most parts are interchangeable between the engine of the initial and late models. However, some parts (especially some used in fuel, ignition, and cooling systems)
are unique to early or late models. If you have an original engine from the mid-seventies or later, with an oil filling tube on top of the flywheel housing in front of the engine, you can reasonably be sure that You will need all parts of the model that are late. If your engine does not have an oil
filling tube on top of the flywheel housing, it may require a mixture of model parts are late and early. Therefore you will need the following information before ordering: 1. To order ignition parts (including Ignitor), you need to know if your distributor is manufactured by Delco (used on late
model machines), or by Prestolite (used on early model engines). The prestolite distributor is typically smaller in size, and the condenser is installed on the outside of the distributor's housing. 2. To order the cooling system part, you need to know if your machine has a thermostat housing
(small dome-shaped casting) located at the front corner of the head, closest to the starter. This thermostat housing will indicate that your machine has a late model cooling system. 3. To order carburetor parts, you need to know if your carburetor is made of aluminum or cast iron. Aluminum
carburetor is used on late model machines. All carburetor is manufactured by Zenith or Bendix, so manufacturers do not help in determining your carburetor vintage. 4. To order the gasket, you need to know (1) and (2) above, plus the shape of your transmission cover. The late model
machine used a square cover, and the initial model machine used a rectangular cover with a curved top (in the shape of a tombstone). 5. The final model starter ring gear (Delco) has slightly smaller gears than the early model Prestolite ring gears. For this reason, Prestolite and Delco
starters cannot be exchanged between early and late model engines unless ring gears (or the entire flywheel) are changed with them. In addition, the ring teeth of late models have a diameter slightly larger than the initial model, so when moving the flywheel model late to the engine of the
initial model, either the late model housing must also be moved along with the flywheel or six (6) small boss areas on the inside of the flywheel housing of the initial model should be milled. This boss area is for 1/4 - 20 bolts that hold the flywheel cover, and they must be milled almost into
the bolt hole itself. From MoyerMarine.com. Engine Features Top End: Atomic 4 engine is a type of side valve design, commonly called L-head or Flat Head engine with all intake and exhaust valves located in cylinder block next to cylinder somewhat later in cylinder head. The valve train is
very simple and consists of intake and exhaust valve, spring back and tappet. Unlike more complex valve-in-head type engines, no rocker arms, thrust rods or large and heavy ported cylinder heads are required. Unfortunately, a significant drawback to this simple design is the limited
compression ratio that can be achieved due to the amount of space required for the side valve to open to the combustion chamber. Side valve design popularized in Ford Model Model A's, and V8's Flat-Head. Surprisingly, the design of the side valve makes in light aircraft engines. Read
more about Belgian D-Motor flat-fours and flat-sixes on Wikipedia. From Wikipedia. Like most side valve type engines that suffer from low compression as described above, the Atom 4 will undoubtedly benefit performance-wise with Intake Air Charging. But supercharging is NOT
recommended, as Weak-Bottom-End Atomic 4 is described next. Bottom End: Unlike most 4-cylinder inline engines, the Atom 4 crankshaft has only two main bearings, one in front and one in the back (see crankshaft above). Instead of the main bearing in the middle (between #2 &amp; #3
connecting the stem journal) the crankshaft has a balancer that helps the crankshaft maintain its stability. Due to the engine's low compression ratio, low power output, and relatively low operating RPM, it does not develop very high crankshaft bearing loading and therefore usually never
requires the main crankshaft bearings of the 3rd, 4th, or 5th crankshaft like other 4-cylinder inline marine engines. However, the lack of support for the mid-crankshaft did make Atom 4 a bad candidate for soup-up for the competition race. Atom 4 crankshafts can flex and even break,
especially during high engine output and/or when under high rotation, gyroscopic and/or inertial loads of pistons, rods, crankshafts and flywheels. Such a load on the crankshaft can be very high, such as when a small vessel reaches high speed in choppy water. Lubrication: The Atom 4
engine is equipped with pressurized lubrication to all crankshaft bearings (note the oil feed holes drilled into the crankshaft above). Unfortunately, it does not have an oil filter that seems to be a valuable addition considering the integral transmission runs in the engine lubricating oil and
produces additional wear metals in the oil. Bypass-type oil filters can be easily attached to this engine. Several new engine blocks from aftermarket sources such as Moyer Marine will be fitted with a full flow type oil filter. Cooling: Most Atom 4 engines initially did not have fresh water cooling.
Standard raw water cooling systems cause cylinder blocks, cylinder heads and exhaust manifold casting violations especially in brine from simple rust-thrus that have resulted in too many Atom 4s being disposed of due to the resulting internal damage. Machines running in brine will
undoubtedly benefit from being fitted with a freshwater cooling system. The frozen damage caused by the lack of proper wintering has also taken its toll on these machines. Fortunately, new engine blocks, cylinder heads, and exhaust manifolds are already available from aftermarket
sources such as Moyer Marine. Atomic Head 4 - Indicates brine Machine. Exhaust: Atom 4 is fitted with a pipe thread plate 1 1/4 at the end of the exhaust exhaust for engine installer to design and customize the right exhaust system for a particular vessel. The exhaust system can be a dry
system or a wet system depending on preferences. Unfortunately, many exhaust systems are not designed and/or installed according to good practice, and consequently fail, often with poor results. Make sure your engine exhaust is properly designed and installed before it fails. Atom 4
exhaust with poorly designed mixing elbows. The engine exhaust system is one of the ship's systems that requires alert attention, but is often the most overlooked. Components of the exhaust system deteriorate rapidly. Make sure the engine exhaust system is in good condition before it
fails. Toxic fumes, flood hulls, flooded engines, and ship fires are just some of the consequences of a failed exhaust system. Make sure that your exhaust system won't kill you, please. Loyal Following Given that very few of these machines have suffered failures from inherent weaknesses,
such as lack of manufacturer design, manufacturing errors, or defects in materials, it is no wonder that this formidable little motor has outperformed many of its critics and has gained a very loyal following that can ultimately be attributed to its simplicity and rugged power in numbers.
Specifications For Universal Atomic 4 and Stevedore 4-Stroke Cycle Gasoline (Petrol) Marine Engines BASE ENGINE DS CYL BORE STROKE BORE STROKE DISPLACEMENT Universal Atomic 4 Ub uI-4−P ⊗mm ⊗mm 2-9/15*in 3-1/8in ⊗cc / ⊗L / 65ci Universal Atomic 4 Uh uI-4−P
⊗mm ⊗mm ⊗in ⊗in ⊗cc / ⊗L / 64.46ci Universal Atomic 4 Wi ⊗-⊗−⊗ ⊗mm ⊗mm 2-9/16in 3-1/8in ⊗cc / ⊗L / 64.46ci Universal Stevedore Ub uI-4−P ⊗mm ⊗mm 2-9/15*in 3-1/8in ⊗cc / ⊗L / 65ci ^ UNIVERSAL MODEL − RATING DS ASP kW HP MHP @RPM YEARS MFR'd Atomic Four
− ⊗ Ub N-C ⊗ 7.3 ⊗ 1000 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Ub N-C ⊗ 11.9 ⊗ 1500 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Ub N-C ⊗ 16.2 ⊗ 2000 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Ub N-C ⊗ 20 ⊗ 2500 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Ub N-C ⊗ 25 ⊗ 3000 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Ub N-C ⊗ 30 ⊗ 3500
1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Uh N-C 22 30 ⊗ ⊗ 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Wi N-C ⊗ 5 ⊗ 600 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Wi N-C ⊗ 7.3 ⊗ 1000 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Wi N-C ⊗ 11.9 ⊗ 1500 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Wi N-C ⊗ 16.2 ⊗ 2000 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Wi N-C



⊗ 20 ⊗ 2500 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Wi N-C ⊗ 25 ⊗ 3000 1947-1984 Atomic Four − ⊗ Wi N-C ⊗ 30 ⊗ 3500 1947-1984 Stevedore** − ⊗ Ub N-C ⊗ 7.0 ⊗ 1000 1947-1984 Stevedore** − ⊗ Ub N-C ⊗ 11.0 ⊗ 1500 1947-1984 Stevedore** − ⊗ Ub N-C ⊗ 14.5 ⊗ 2000 1947-1984
Stevedore** − ⊗ Ub N-C ⊗ 17 ⊗ 2500 1947-1984 − ⊗ Ub N-C 13.8 18.5 ⊗ 3000 1975?-1984? Stevedore** − ⊗ Uh N-C 13.8 18.5 ⊗ 3000 1975?-1984? If you can help us add brand information, Spec Sheets, Manuals, etc that we lack, please send a link or PDF to
Editor@EverythingAboutBoats.org so we can add it to the website. Thank. Universal Motor Company Engine Duty Ratings Con = Continuous = Commercial Int = Intermittent = Pleasure Craft Gen = GenSet = Documentation Documentation Engine Generator (Constant Speed) with Bold Title
is part of our Academy Library! To see the entire document, click Bold Title Link to go to our webpage item and then scroll down to the Academy Library section of that page. DS = Data Source for Machine Specifications. Forum Posts, Technology Notes, Technical Tips &amp;amp; FAQs If
you think we should add Forum Posts, Technical Notes or Technical Tips to this section, please send a Link by email to⇒Editor@EverythingAboutBoats publication &amp;amp; &amp;Media Publications; Media with Bold Titles is part of our Academy Library! To see the entire publication,
etc., click Bold Title Link to go to our web page forthat item and then scroll down to the Academy Library section of that page. To help us alphabetically compile the list below, the initial grammar articleThe &amp;amp; A/An has been moved to the end of the title. CLICK HERE to donate a
publication or video to our Academy Library. CLICK HERE to view a directory of all publications and videos in our Academy Library. If you know publications, etc that should be added to this list, just mention in an email to⇒Editor@EverythingAboutBoats.org Related EAB Web Pages +
EverythingAboutBoats.orgRelated Main Topic Pages with Links(All Website Main Topics Pages listed in the Right Sidebar) + ♥ Visit our FEATURED ARTICLES Home Page to see a comprehensive sample content of our website! Thanks to our outstanding contributors to a steady stream of
articles, and to our dedicated volunteer staff who sort, polish and format them, every day we are a little closer to our goal than Everything About Boats. If you want to submit an article, see Submit An Article. — 20 MOST POPULAR ARTICLES – Published over 300 web pages of the main
topics of the website, many with full articles on this topic. See our Website Content in the Right Sidebar for a list of main topic pages. Published over 9,000 sea vendor web pages, all with their contact information, mostly with descriptions of their products and services, many with product
documentation, specifications and independent reviews. (Includes: Boat designers, boat building equipment, manufacturers and suppliers of materials and equipment, builders ship dealers, cruise ship brokers, marine surveyors, ship insurance, ship carriers, skippers and crew, shipyards
and marinas, yacht clubs, ship rentals and yacht charters, boating, sailors and maritime schools, marine and expert witnesses, ship suppressor and repair, book author and publisher, and video producer) Obtained over 120,000 pages of product documentation including Catalogs,
Brochures, SpecSheets, Drawings, Serial Number Guides, Installation Manuals, OpManuals, Parts Schemes, Parts Bulletins, Store Manuals, Cable Diagrams, Service Bulletins, and Recalls. And it has made it all visible to academy members via the EAB website. Acquired over 1,200 books
and magazines back issues in our academy library and has so far made over 700 visible to academy members through the EAB website. Published over 500 How-To DIY articles on boat design, construction, inspection, operation, maintenance, troubleshooting, and repair. We work hard to
do more. We are currently formatting and polishing Anchors Aweigh Academy online and live courses. The Marine Survey course has proven to be excellent for beginners and spice surveyors, and especially helps Do-It-Yourselfer. Current Academy members must enter to gain FULL
access to this website including expanded pages and valuable Academy programs such as our Academy Loan Library and our Ask-An-Expert Program! If your membership has expired, CLICK HERE to Renew. IF YOU ARE NOT ALREADY AN ACADEMY MEMBER, CLICK HERE to
discover how you can become a Member and get FULL access to expanded pages and articles, and dozens of featured programs WITH ONLY SMALL DONATIONS! Thank you for your support. You make this website possible. ♥ Comments for Public View Send any comments for public
viewing via emailTo⇒Comments@EverthingAboutBoats.orgPlease remember to place the title of this webpage in the subject line of your email. All comments are moderated before they appear on this page. See Comment Rules. FROM Donald: This is an amazing website. I found the
information I needed right away from one of the more than 10,000 free articles you provide as a public service. I was surprised that so many if the site is free. But I am still signing up so I can access thousands of expanded pages, interesting articles, and dozens of valuable programs! The
library of members' books, magazines and videos that I can see online is really great! I understand that you and your staff are all unpaid volunteers. Please keep up the good work. And I commend you for your plan to add another 10,000 free informative articles over the next year. I am very
happy to support you in this effort with my small membership donation. Once again thank you for all your hard work. FROM Huey: I agree with my Uncle, I have also found those articles very They say that it takes about 50,000 articles to cover the full scope they have envisioned for a
website. They have over 10,000 articles so far and it's going pretty well, but it could take several years to get the rest. I also that many Main Topics Pages and some article pages are still in the rough draft stage. I guess they'll fill in because they can get volunteers to work on them. But what
I can't figure out is why anyone would spend time writing in-depth informative articles just to give away free to this website for publication? What's in it for them? FROM Dewey: Well Huey, to me It seems that most of the articles on this website are written by highly informed people, such as
boating instructors, boat designers, boat builders, riggers, electrician, fitter, marine repair technician and marine surveyor. Writing such articles helps establish it as a knowledgeable professional. After all, this website was originally created by the school for marine technicians and marine
surveyors. This website is growing in content every day. They even had to move to bigger and more powerful servers on October 15, 2018 as website traffic has grown exponentially. FROM Louie: I agree with everyone above. The site quickly became a major reference resource on every
aspect of ships and boats for everyone from early recreational boats to spiced professional mariners. I use the topics page in the right sidebar to browse websites. It's like the Woodchucks Junior Guidebook for Boaters. Their Member Library has over 300 popular and unclear books and
over 200 magazines back the problem that can be viewed online amazingly. Academy magazine is very informative. In addition, there is an Ask-An-Expert program for members where you can get expert answers to each of your boat's questions. And a full year membership is only $25.
What a deal! I am thrilled to be part of this Everything About Boats community and help provide thousands of free helpful articles to the public. I thought that I would sit down now and write an article about my experience boating with my uncle. FROM Scrooge: You're raving about this
website like it's the best thing since sliced bread. I think it smells. Sure, it has a lot of good information for boaters, and they add more every day, but it may never be finished. Besides, I don't even own a boat. And I wouldn't have a boat even if someone gave me one. Boats are a waste of
money and time and energy and money! They're just holes in the water you pour money into. If you give me a boat, I'll sell it sooner then you can say Baggywrinkle. Then I'll lock the cash with all my other money so I can keep an eye on it and count it every day. Bah humbug. FROM Daisy:
I'm very happy Donald got a boat so we and the kids could enjoy boating - together. And of course all the girls, April, May, and June, love being on the water too, especially when it's where the boys are. Oh poor Scrooge, boating is more fun then you can Imagine. FROM Scrooge: After
seeing how much fun you were all on the water together, I regret that I didn't have fun when I was younger. I've changed my heart, and I'm giving you each a Lifetime Academy Membership. FROM the Editor: For those of you who have stayed with us so far, Thank you. You inspire us to
continue working on this love work. We know that we have more to do. Ultimately, we hope that we can help you enjoy the magical world of boating as much as we do. We are all waiting to see what you have to say about this web page article. And we assure you, your corrections, updates,
additions and suggestions are welcome. Let's work together on this. ♥ OF OLD-SAILER: Atomic 4 Serial Numbers by Year A bit of history... I have managed to find myself a sailboat C&amp;amp; Beautiful old C. (I love old boats and not interested in new one at all) Of course he had a
respectable Atomic4 in it and I copied the series and modeled it and sent it to Don to see if he could tell me the age, when it was made etc. She replied telling me what she could about my little girl that she was one of the last late model units made but she also told me she had never seen a
serial number log relative to the year of manufacture. So..... I went hunting. This is what I came up with so far assembled from a number of websites that have pieces of information on the machine. I found one website that has all kinds of info. and that is the basis for listing here and then I
added other info from other sites I encountered adding it. I just offer it here for the benefit of all who are interested in this great old machine. Around 1949: Serial #? Zenith series 61-M2AE7 throws iron carburetor with adjustable main jet. Thermostat dole. Auto-lite ignition. Fairbanks Morse
magneto (optional). Auto-lite 6 volt starter. 6 volt auto-lite generator. Distributor prestolite (1Gw60032E1X). Water pump bronze gears. Old-style heat exchange kit (optional). 5 unit control panel with mechanical tachometer, mechanical oil pressure gauge, Circa 1962 mechanical water
temperature gauge: Serial #? Jabsco rubber impellor water pump (available as a replacement). Prestolite starter 12 volts. Leece Neville 12 volt alternator (optional). Around 1963: He #68____ 12-volt Prestolite generator. 15 amp 12 volt auto-lite generator (optional). Delco Remy 24 amp 12
volt generator (optional). Prestolite 35 amp 12 volt alternator (optional). Prestolite 40 amp 12 volt alternator (optional). Around 1964: Serial #71____ Ongaro – Teleflex electric control panel electrical tachometer (optional), electric oil pressure gauge, electric water temperature gauge. Circa
1965: Serial #77____ Old Sherwood (7 screw tip cover) rubber impeller water pump. Circa 1967: Serial #79476 new-style cylinder head with the most affordable housing. Holley's thermostat. New Style Heat Sendure Sendure kit (optional). Medallion 6 unit control panel with electric
tachometer (optional), electric oil pressure gauge, Electric water temperature gauge. Circa 1967: Zenith #170509 series 68-7 alumininum alloy carburetor with fixed main jet. Delco Remy Distributor (#1112446 – 2G11/6C16/3HI8). Delco Remy 070FLX 12 volt coil. Delco Remy
1107679starter and new ring gears are fitting. Larger flywheel housing to fit the new ring gears. Motorola 35 amp 12 volt alternator. Motorola 51 amp 12 volt alternator (optional). Oberdorfer model 202M3 rubber impellor water pump (attached to most engines). Around 1967: an #171514
valve chamber oil was no longer installed. Circa 1968: Serial #174340 standard water pump Oberdorfer model 202M3. Circa 1969: Serial #174802 new style valves (labeled Eaton or Etn). Around 1969: Serial #175503 New transmission housing, oil filling moved forward. Circa 1970: Serial
#176500 Valve guided inner diameter revised to .3145 – .3150 in (new valve guide/ valve stem license specification .003 - .004 in to prevent valves from sticking in the guide). Around 1972: #178801 Paragon's marine gears were updated with new outer plates combined with pressure plates,
and new, broader metric gear carrier ball bearings. Circa 1975: Serial #192787 Flywheel Housing in a new style and flat sheet metal cover. Around 1977: #198___ new style electric instrument panel (optional electric tachometer). Around 1979: #202987 fuel was replaced with a Facet
electric fuel pump and a low oil pressure die switch. Circa 1980: Production #204___ halted (sales continued into 1984). FROM ILikeRust: The number on the side of the Atomic 4-cylinder block. There are two numbers on the side of the block in the mine. Both are visible in this image: The
lower one, the bolder and more visible, is an integral part of casting the block itself, and I'm pretty sure it's a serial number. Comparing this to some other photos I also have of the block, I think it's 295369. Definitely not a date code. Other numbers, stamped into casting or cast using
removable inserts in the mold, are lighter and do not look strong. It's also upside down. It's a date code. From the picture, it appears 022880, to 28 Feb 1980. That makes sense, because I knew that the engine was sold and installed on my boat as a new engine in 1983. FROM sastanley:
That's 295369 # I believe is the print/casting number. Number.
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